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1> Who played "The Wizard"? 
 

2> What was the name of "The Witch" in Kansas? 
 

3> How many munchkins were in the movie? 
 

 Around 60 
 Around 130 

 Around 400 
 

4> What character did Bert Lahr play in Kansas? 
 

5> What is the only thing the scarecrow is afraid of? 
 

6> What was Dorothy's last name? 
 

7> What did the friends have to retrieve from the witch in order to get help from 
the wizard? 

 
8> What type of flower caused the friends to fall asleep? 

 
9> Finish this quote by the witch "Ring around the rosie pocket full of..." 

 
10> What color did the horse NOT turn to in the Emerald City? 

 
 Blue 

 Yellow 
 Purple 

 

 
 

Answers:  
 

1> Frank Morgan - Frank Morgan! He also played Professor Marvel, The Guard, 
The Cabby, and The Gate Keeper!  
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2> Miss Gulch - The correct answer is Miss Gulch! Margaret Hamilton played both 

Miss Gulch and the Wicked Witch of the West in the movie!  

3> Around 130 - The correct answer is around 130. Most of the munchkins were 
adults and there are only 3 munchkins that are still alive today!  

4> Zeke - He played Zeke. Jack Haley played Hickory and Ray Bolger played 
Hunk!  

5> A lighted match - The only thing he is afraid of is a lighted match! However, 
he would "face a whole box of them for the chance of getting some brains!"  

6> Gale - All of these are actually relevant to Dorothy/Judy. The answer is Gale, 
however, Judy's last name was Garland! And before she was Judy Garland, she 

was Frances Gumm!  
7> Broomstick - They had to retrieve her broomstick, which was supposed to be 

an impossible task. They melted her with water!  
8> Poppies - The correct answer is Poppies! Did you know that the wallpaper in 

Dorothy's room in Kansas had poppies on it?  
9> Spears - The answer is Spears! Many of Margaret Hamilton's lines were cut 

out of the movie because she was too scary!  
10> Blue - The answer is blue! The horse changed from purple to yellow. They 

achieved this effect by using Jell-O to dye the horses! 
 

 
 

 

 


